Chronic rejection after intestinal transplantation: A systematic review of experimental models.
Intestinal transplantation (ITX) constitutes a salvage treatment for irreversible intestinal failure and failure of parenteral nutrition. Chronic rejection (CR) remains the key obstacle for long-term intestinal graft survival but the pathomechanisms are incompletely understood. This study systematically reviews experimental models addressing CR after ITX in order to summarize current knowledge on CR pathogenesis and identify promising experimental strategies. A systematic literature search was conducted in line with the PRISMA guidelines, and 68 out of 677 articles qualified for the final analysis. The average methodological quality of the studies was suboptimal with 7 out of 11 points as assessed by a modified Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine score. Histology of the chronically rejected graft was almost universally integrated as outcome parameter but we found significant heterogeneity in utilized transplant techniques, organ preservation, immunosuppression and time points of CR-assessment. Several studies identified cellular and humoral immunologic mechanisms in chronic intestinal rejection. Yet, neither preventive nor therapeutic strategies against CR have been successfully introduced into human intestinal transplantation highlighting the persistent need for optimized experimental models. In this review, we aim to improve the translational value of forthcoming investigations on CR by discussing the experimental status quo and potential innovative approaches.